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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to obtain an overview of the influence of GIST methods on
the reading ability of BIPA learner-level understanding. The research method used is
a single-subject method (single-subject method) with an A-B-A design. The baseline
(A1) was conducted over four sessions, the intervention (B) was conducted over
eight sessions, and the second baseline (A2) was conducted over four sessions. The
results show that the GIST method can develop the reading ability of middle-level
BIPA learners’ comprehension. This can be seen from the increase in the average
value obtained by each subject under each condition. The data overlap from research
subject, that is, 0%, 25%, 25%, 12.5%, and 0%. Overlap data from the results of the
study did not exceed 25%, which indicates that the application of the GIST method
to reading comprehension ability is very effective. Based on the research, the GIST
method proved capable of developing the reading ability of BIPA learners, especially
in terms of reading comprehension of texts.

Keywords: ability to read comprehension, BIPA learning, GIST method (Generating
Interaction between Schemata and Text)

1. Introduction

Reading comprehension skills need to be mastered by BIPA learners, especially those
at adult age level and middle level. Through reading comprehension, BIPA learners can
understand the content of a text either implicitly or explicitly. Reading is the process
by which the reader gets the message that the author wishes to convey through the
media of words or written language [1, 2]. In addition, reading can also be regarded
as the process of understanding what is implicit in writing, by looking at the thoughts
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contained in the written word. Reading comprehension is the ability to read and under-
stand the essential ideas and important details of the entire reading content [3–5].

Reading comprehension is a reading activity aimed at comprehending thoroughly
the content of a text [6]. Someone is said to understand a text well if has the following
abilities: first, the ability to capture the meaning of words and expressions used by the
author; second, the ability to grasp both explicit and impliedmeanings; third, the ability
to draw conclusions. Based on the aforementioned, it can be concluded that essential
reading comprehension skills are mastered by students.

With regard to the importance of reading comprehension skills, BIPA learners are
expected to be able to understand texts well. However, based on observations made,
BIPA students are still having difficulty in understanding texts in the learning process.
This leads to the result of learning to read comprehension skills achieved by low-ability
students. The method that researchers think is appropriate for this problem is the GIST
method. Therefore, the researcher wanted to discover the effectiveness of the GIST
method in developing reading comprehension ability. Abidin [7], Martens [8], and Hidi
[9] reveal that the aim of the GIST method is to enable students to have the ability
to understand the essence of paragraphs by providing reading recipes by producing
the essence by sentences to build the essence of the entire parafigure or to create the
essence of discourse based on the essence of parafigure by parafigure [7, 10, 11]. GIST
methods are implemented in several stages of learning as follows:

1. Prereading Stage: The teacher chooses a discourse appropriate to the child’s
developmental level and background. The discourse should consist of approx-
imately five paragraphs. The teacher explains the steps students should take
during the lesson.

2. Reading Stage: The student reads the paragraphs and writes a summary of each
paragraph.

3. Post-reading Stage: The student summarizes all the paragraphs and presents the
results in front of the class. In the final stages of learning, students are individually
assigned to write the essence of the text freely, which means using their own
ability regardless of the summary of the group that had been compiled.

2. Methods

The research method used in this research is a single subject experiment method. The
single subject experiment method is different from other experimental methods. This
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method does not divide the group between experimental and control groups because
the number of subjects is limited. Experimental results are presented and analyzed on
an individual basis [12–14]. This single subject experiment methodwas chosen because
of the limited number of respondents studied, that is, one to five people, and it is not
possible to divide the group between an experimental group and a control group. This
research method is in line with the nature of the research that will be done, namely to
observe changes in behavior and individual differences from the subject under study.
In addition, a single subject experimental research method is a simple experimental
design that can describe individual differences accompanied by the presentation of
simple and detailed quantitative data [15, 16].

The research design used in this research is a single subject experimental A-B-A
design. Sukmadinata [12], Kinugasa et al. [17], and Wolery and Harris [18] suggest that
the design of a single subject A-B-A experiment is a design model often used in single
subject experiments. This design is almost identical to the A-B design, but after the
treatment is followed by the non-treated state as in the previous state. The first is the
symbol of the baseline data, B, for the treatment data and the second, A, is intended to
determinewhether without treatment the learner’s ability will return to the initial state
or continue as in the treatment state. The researcher used an A-B-A design procedure
in a single-subject method. The A-B-A design procedure according to Sunanto [15] is
as follows:

1. Define target behavior as behavior that can be observed and measured accu-
rately.

2. Perform measurements and recording of data at baseline condition (A1) continu-
ously at least 3 or 5 times or until the tendency of direction and level of data are
known clearly and are stable.

3. Provide intervention (B) after data tendency at stable baseline condition.

4. Next, conduct target behavior (intervention behavior) at the condition of inter-
vention (B) continuously for a certain period of time in order to discover the
tendency of direction and the level of data becomes stable.

5. Once the tendency of direction and level at the condition of intervention (B) are
stable, repeat again condition baseline (A2). After that, draw a conclusion as to
whether there is a functional relationship between the dependent variable and
the independent variable. Care should be taken when drawing conclusions.
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Based on the research method used by the researcher, that is, a single subject
experiment, this research was appropriately conducted on the BIPA learner because
of the small sample size. The subject of this research is BIPA learner of middle level
which is 5 people.

3. Results

The ability of BIPA learners in reading comprehension is improved by using the GIST
method. This is evident from the average score obtained by BIPA learners (subjects 1
and 2) in each condition (baseline 1 (A1), intervention (B), baseline 2 (A2)). The average
score obtained by each research subject is as follows.

3.1. The ability to read of subject 1

The reading comprehension ability of BIPA subject 1 students at A1 condition (baseline
or prates) in session 1 to session 4 shows values of 63, 67, 67, and 67. The average
of BIPA learner subject 1 on baseline 1 is 66. The ability to read of subject 1 in the
intervention condition (B) in session 5 to session 12 shows values of 71, 71, 72, 72,
72, 73, 74, and 74. The average of subject 1 under intervention conditions is 72.5. The
ability to read of subject 1 in the second baseline condition (A2) or postest in sessions
13 through 16 shows values of 76, 77, 77, and 77. The average of subject 1 on postest
is 76.75. So, of the three conditions, the ability to read of subject 1 has increased.

Based on the results of the calculation, we obtain the result that subject 1 experi-
ences overlap at baseline stage (A1) – intervention (B) 0%. These percentages lead to
the conclusion that the change in the ability to read of subject 1 can be believed.

T 1: Overlap data subject 1.

Condition Baseline (A1) – Intervention

Percentage overlap 0
8 × 100% = 0%

3.2. Reading ability of subject 2

The ability to read of subject 2 under conditions A1 (baseline 1) from session 1 to session
4 shows values of 67, 63, 67, and 71. The average of subject 2 on baseline 1 is 67. The
capability of subject 1 under conditions interventions (B) in sessions 5 through 12 shows
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Figure 1: Direction trend subject 1.

values of 72, 72, 73, 73, 74, 74, 76, and 76. The average of subject 2 in the intervention
condition is 73.75. Subject 2’s reading capability at second A2 baseline condition in
session 13 to session 16 shows values of 80, 80, 80, and 82 while the average of
subject 2 on baseline 2 is 80.5. So, of the three conditions, the ability to read of subject
2 has increased significantly; the increase can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Direction trend subject 2.
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Overlap of subject data 2, that is, upper limit = 72.32, lower limit = 61.68 baseline start
(A1) and data point at intervention condition (B) which is in condition range (A1) there
are 2 data. Based on the results of the calculation, it is found that subject 1 experienced
overlap at baseline stage (A1) – intervention (B) of as much as 25%. These percentages
lead to the conclusion that the change in the ability to read of subject 2 can be believed.

T 2: Overlap data subject 2.

Condition Baseline (A1) – Intervention

Percentage overlap 2
8 × 100% = 25%

3.3. Reading ability of subject 3

The reading comprehension ability of subject 2 in condition A1 (baseline 1) from session
1 to session 4 shows values of 61, 65, 65, and 65. The average of subject 3 on baseline
1 is 64. Subject 1’s capability under conditions of intervention (B) in session 5 to session
12 shows values of 66, 66, 72, 72, 74, 74, 78, and 78. The average of subject 2 under
intervention is 72.5. Subject 3’s reading capability at second A2 baseline condition from
session 13 through 16 shows values of 78, 78, 83, and 83 while the average of subject
2 on baseline 2 is 80.5. So, of the three conditions, the ability to read of subject 2 has
increased significantly. The increase can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Direction trend subject 3.
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Overlap of subject data 2, that is, upper limit = 67.25, lower limit = 60.75 baseline
start (A1) and data point at the condition of intervention (B) which is in condition range
(A1) there are 2 data. Based on the results of the calculation, it is found that subject 1
experienced an overlap at baseline stage (A1) – intervention (B) of as much as 25%.
These percentages lead to the conclusion that changing the ability to read of subject
3 can be believed.

T 3: Overlap data subject 3.

Condition Baseline (A1) – Intervention

Percentage overlap 2
8 × 100% = 25%

3.4. Reading ability of subject 4

The ability to read of subject 4 under conditions A1 (baseline 1) from session 1 to session
4 shows values of 61, 66, 65, and 65. The average of subject 3 on baseline 1 is 64.25.
Subject 1’s capability under intervention condition B from session 5 to session 12 shows
values of 66, 72, 72, 74, 74, 74, 78, and 78. The average of subject 4 under intervention
conditions is 73. Subject 4’s reading capability at second A2 baseline condition from
session 13 through 16 shows values of 78, 83, 83, and 84. The average of subject 4 on
baseline 2 is 82. Thus, from these three conditions, the ability to read of subject 4 has
increased significantly. The increase can be seen in Figure 4.

Overlap of subject data 4, that is, upper limit = 67.5, lower limit = 61 baseline start
(A1) and data point at intervention condition (B)which is in condition range (A1) there is
1 data. Based on the results of the calculation, it is found that subject 4 has an overlap at
the baseline stage (A1) – 12.5% intervention. These percentages lead to the conclusion
that changing the reading comprehension ability of subject 1 can be believed.

T 4: Overlap data subject 4.

Condition Baseline (A1) – Intervention

Percentage overlap 1
8 × 100% = 12.5%

3.5. Reading ability of subject 5

The reading comprehension ability of subject 4 under A1 (baseline 1) from session 1
to 4 shows values of 65, 66, 66, and 66. The average of subject 4 on baseline 1 is
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Figure 4: Direction trend subject 4.

65.75. Subject 4’s capability under intervention condition B from session 5 to session
12 shows values of 74, 74, 78, 78, 78, 84, 84, and 84. The average of subject 4 under
intervention conditions is 73. The reading ability of subject 4 at second A2 baseline
condition from session 13 to session 16 indicates values of 88, 83, 90, and 90. The
average of subject 4 on baseline 2 is 89. Thus, of the three conditions, the ability to
read of subject 4 has increased significantly, and the increase can be seen in Figure 4.
Overlap of subject data 4, that is, upper limit = 69.05, lower limit = 62.45 baseline start
(A1) and upper limit = 69.05, lower limit = 62.45 baseline start (A1) and no data point
at intervention condition (B) condition range (A1).

Based on the results of the calculation, it is found that subject 2 has an overlap at
the baseline stage (A1) – 0% intervention. The percentage leads to the conclusion that
changing the reading comprehension ability of subject 4 can be believed.

The reading comprehension ability of BIPA learners has increased. This is evident
from the average score obtained by BIPA learners (subjects 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) in each
condition (baseline 1 (A1), intervention (B), baseline 2 (A2)). obtained every research
subject, that is as follows.

This is seen from the average score obtained by BIPA learners (subjects 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5) in each condition (baseline 1 (A1), intervention (B), baseline 2 (A2)).The average
score obtained by each research subject is as follows.
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Figure 5: Direction trend subject 5.

T 5: Overlap data subject 5.

Condition Baseline (A1) – Intervention

Percentage overlap 0
8 × 100% = 0%

Figure 6: Average differences of each subject score under baseline 1, intervention, and baseline conditions
2.
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1. Subject 1 at baseline 1 (A1) received an average score of 66 from four data
retrieval sessions conducted prior to the use of the GIST method in reading
comprehension. At intervention or treatment (B) subject 1 received an average
score of 72.5 from eight sessions and at baseline 2 or postest subject 1 obtained
an average score of 76.75 from four data retrieval sessions after the application
of the GIST method.

2. Subject 2 at baseline 1 (A1) achieved an average score of 67 from four data
retrieval sessions conducted prior to the use of the GIST method in reading com-
prehension. At intervention or treatment (B) subject 2 received an average score
of 73.75 from eight sessions and at baseline 2 or postest subject 2 received an
average score of 80.5 from four data retrieval sessions after the application of
the GIST method.

3. Subject 3 at baseline 1 (A1) obtained an average score of 64 from four data
retrieval sessions conducted prior to the use of the GIST method in reading com-
prehension. At intervention or treatment (B) subject 3 received an average score
of 72.5 from eight sessions and at baseline 2 or postest subject 3 received an
average score of 80.5 from the four data retrieval sessions after the application
of the GIST method.

4. Subject 4 at baseline 1 (A1) achieved an average score of 64.25 from four data
retrieval sessions conducted prior to the use of the GIST method in reading com-
prehension. At intervention or treatment (B) subject 4 achieved an average score
of 73 from eight sessions and at baseline 2 or postest condition subject 4 obtained
an average score of 82 from four data retrieval sessions after the application of
the GIST method.

5. Subject 4 at baseline 1 (A1) received an average score of 65.75 from four data
retrieval sessions conducted prior to the use of the GIST method in reading com-
prehension. At intervention or treatment (B) subject 5 achieved an average score
of 73 from eight sessions and at baseline 2 or postest condition subject 5 received
an average score of 89 from four data retrieval sessions after the application of
the GIST method.

4. Conclusion

Based on the results of the research and discussions that have been described previ-
ously, several conclusions can be drawn, namely:
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1. The reading comprehension ability of BIPA learners improved after using the GIST
method in reading learning. Therefore, the GIST method is effectively used in
reading learning, especially in reading comprehension.

2. Students appear more responsive at the time of application of GIST methods in
reading learning compared to BIPA learner responses when using other learning
methods in learning.
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